Reading Activities

**Look For Something**

*Look for the Answers.* Students look in the verses for answers to questions.

*Look for Key Words.* Students look for and underline key words.

*Find the “W” Answers.* Students identify phrases that answer who, what, where, and why.

*Who Did What?* Students read and identify what the people did who are listed on the board.

*Who Said It?* Students read a passage to find who said the quotes listed on the board.

*Find a Movie Title.* Students find in the verses words that could be a movie title.

*Put Events in Order.* Students read the verses and put events listed on the board in order.

*Fill in the Blanks.* Students look for words that fill in blanks on the board or a crossword puzzle.

**Choose Something**

*Complete the Phrase.* Students determine the best way to finish incomplete phrases listed on the board.

*Categorize the Verses.* Students determine which verses fit under categories listed on the board.

*Choose an Answer.* Students guess which answers on the board are correct and then look for the correct answer in the passage.

*Guess What Happens.* Students guess what is about to happen in a scripture passage.

*Match Phrases to Verses.* Students match short phrases on the board with verses they read.

*Choose True or False.* Students read the verses to determine if statements on the board are true or false.

*Select a Word or Phrase.* Students select a word or phrase on the board that best summarizes the verses.